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Compact dishwasher silver
If you think that washing the dishes is a chore, do not wait to have a big kitchen to avoid it. Save your time with the
FLASH6S compact diswasher.

Technical specifications ...

Say goodbye to your filled sink...
Do you know that doing the dishes by hand use up more
water and energy than a dishwasher?Say goodbye to your
filled sink in your flat thanks to the Brandy Best's compact
dishwasher. From the intensive programme to the economic
one, the FLASH6S takes care of your beautiful cristal
glasses. It also has a delayed start function and an overflow
security so you can use it safely when you are not home or
during your off-peak hours.

Practical and efficient...
The FLASH6S dishwasher has a capacity of 6 place settings.
You can enjoy its amenaged interior and adapt every washing
cycle. The stainless steel tank inside the dishwash allows an
easy maintenance. It has an easier resistance to stains, smells
and scratches. Our dishwasher is functioning with the lowest
sound level possible (49dB) and is still able to provide extrasatisfying results. The 6 programmes, one of which being a
short programme, and the delayed start allow the FLASH6S to
adapt itself to everyone's needs and rythms. Our dishwashers
are classified as A+. The anti-overflow security ensure you
serene washing cycles.

EAN code: 5420046412196
Color: Silver
Type: Electronic
Place-setting : 6
Installation mode: Free standing
Program: Intensive, Normal, Eco, Glass, 90 min, Fast
Delay time: 2/4/6/8h
Aqua Stop: No
Anti leakage safety: Yes
Noise level: 49dB
Energy class: A+
Drying type: Condensation
Drying class: A
Energy consumption (year): 174kWh/an
Energie consumption (cycle): 0.61kWh/cyc
Water consumption (an): 1820l
Water consumption (cycle): 6.5l/cyc
Standard cleaning cycle : ECO 50°C
Standard cleaning cycle duration: 180min
"Off mode" Energy Comsumption : 0.45kWh
Standby energie consumption: 0.49kWh
Sandby mode duration: 30min
Power: 1280W
Brand: Brandy Best
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 51x60.5x55.5
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 43.8x55x50
Net weight (kg): 21.5kg
Brutto weight (kg): 25.5kg
Quantity per container: 400
Language(s): FR-EN-SP-DE-NL
Standards: CE
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